Day 1: 1986 Pripyat - The Accident and the evacuation
On the first day of the 2-day Chernobyl tour you'll experience the ghost city of Pripyat and the Chernobyl zone in an unprecedented detail, both before and after the accident. With a Geiger counter in your hands, you will learn the secrets of the zone and experience the evacuation and the aftermath of it. Lunch and dinner included.

Day 2: Inside Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant and Duga radar system*
A true unforgettable experience for those who love urban exploring and want to see Chernobyl nuclear power plant from inside. It is the only group tour that allows you to explore the power plant which changed the history of mankind. You will also learn the secrets of one of the biggest Soviet radar systems ever built, the Duga. Breakfast and lunch included.

*On Friday-Saturday tours, the excursion to the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant is on Day 1

The programme is subject to change based on the weather conditions and the administration of the zone. Entering buildings in Pripyat is officially prohibited since April 2012.